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Our setting

The setting for our piece is a factory. The Krupp Factory is an actual factory in Essen, Germany. The company was famous for production of steel, artillery, ammunition and other armaments. It produced steel used to build railroads in the United States and to cap the Chrysler Building.

During the time of the Third Reich, once the Nazi Party came to power, the Krupp company supported the Nazi regime and employed slave labour in their factories. The company had a workshop near the Auschwitz death camp. The painting used at the beginning of our piece is a reproduction of Heinrich Kley’s The Demons of Krupp. It was commissioned by the Krupp family to demonstrate their creative forces at work. In light of their contribution to the Holocaust, it now conveys something much different to contemporary eyes.

Musical Numbers

ACT I
“Willkommen”...................... Emcee & Kit Kat Girls
“Welcome to Berlin”.................. Emcee
“So What”.......................... Fraulein Schneider
“Don’t Tell Mama”................... Sally & Kit Kat Girls
“Mein Herr”.......................... Sally & Kit Kat Girls
“Perfectly Marvelous”............... Sally & Cliff
“Two Ladies”........................ Emcee, Helga & Ellen
“It Couldn’t Please Me More”......... Schneider, Schultz & Emcee
“Tomorrow Belongs to Me” .......... Boy’s Voice
“Maybe This Time”................... Sally
“Money”............................. Emcee, Kit Kat Girls & Boys
“Married”............................ Schultz, Schneider & Kost
“Tomorrow Belongs to Me” Reprise... Kost, Ernst & Guests

ACT II
Entraîe........................................... Orchestra
“Kick Line Number”................... Emcee & Kit Kat Girls
“Married” Reprise....................... Schultz
“If You Could See Her”................ Emcee
“What Would You Do?”............... Fraulein Schneider
“I Don’t Care Much”............... Emcee
“Cabaret”.............................. Sally
“Finale”................................. Cliff, Emcee & Company

Marc Richard
The Cast (in alphabetical order)

Josh Alcantara................................. Helga
Devin Alexander................................. Bobby
Fae Alexander................................. Natalie Landauer
Daniel Allain................................. Werner, Officer
Alex Batycki.................................... Victor
Nick Boegel................................. Trixie, Arthur Norris
Connor Briggs................................. Max
Celeste Brillon................................. Rosie
Aniqa Charania................................. Ellen
Sydney Cochrane................................. Erika
Katie Crompton................................. Helen Pratt
Jamie Cudicio................................... Anni
Jesse Drwiega................................. Ernst Ludwig
Allison Ference................................. Sally Bowles
Taylor Garwood................................. Fraulein Schneider
Abby Grass................................. Hippy Bernstein
Dominique LeBlanc................................. Trude, (Violin, Accordion)
Makenna Matwijec................................. Ludwig Bayer
Leah McKenney................................. Lulu
Emily McKim................................. Frenchie
Naomi McGuirk................................. Gunther Pregnitz
Bethany Monaghan................................. Fraulein Kost
Kaleigh Murphy................................. Erna Klemke
Ben Page................................. Emcee (Accordion)
Lauren Phillips................................. Fritzie
Kaitlyn Post................................. Olga
Matthew Reid................................. Clifford Bradshaw
Aaron Ryder................................. Herr Schultz
Taurian Teelucksingh................................. Kuno, Bartender
Alten Wilmot.................................... Hans
Abigail Woodhouse................................. Heins
Kristen Zorzi................................. Texas
Seth Zosky................................. Otto, Waiter (Percussion)
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The Band

Patrick Bowman: Piano
Matthew Lima: Bass
Shawn Moody: Trumpet
Richard Moore: Percussion
Tom Skublics: Alto Sax, Tenor Sax, Clarinet
Rob Somerville: Trombone

*The participation of these Artists are arranged by permission of Canadian Actors’ Equity Association under the provisions of the Dance•Opera•Theatre Policy